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Conference Notes

The 16th International Symposium on Econometrics, Operations Research and Statistics (ISEOS 2015) was held on May 7-12, 2015 in Edirne, Turkey. Edirne, formerly Adrianople, is a city in the Turkish region of East Thrace. First organized in 1993 as a bi-annual event, the Symposium on Econometrics, Operations Research and Statistics is later changed to an annual international event. This Symposium is the most important national activity in the scopes of econometrics, operation research and statistics and gained international character after 2009 year.

The main objective of the Symposium is to promote theoretical and empirical studies in all areas of econometrics, operations research and statistics. Although the symposium focuses on the econometrics, operations research and statistics participants can be present papers about international economics, macroeconomics, microeconomics, industrial economics and regional economic issues using econometrics or statistics.

Many invited speakers took place in conference. The invited speakers are Professor AshisSenGupta (Indian Statistical Institute Professor Gerhard), Prof. Dr. Wilhelm Weber (Middle East Technical University) Prof. Dr. Matthew Kuofie (CEO, Global Strategic Management Incorporated), Prof. Dr. İsmihan Bayramoğlu (Izmir University of Economics), Prof. Dr. Erkan İşiçek (UludağUniversity), Prof. Dr. Ahmet Gökçen (Istanbul University), Prof. Dr. Fikri Akdeniz (Çağ University), Prof. Dr. Nihat Bozdağ (Gazi University). In the last day of the presentations, on 9 May, there was also a poster session.

EYI2015 has teamed up with the Special Journal Issue on Social Sciences Research Journal (with the ISSN number 2147-5237 – Online). The number of selected papers will be published in Special Journal Issue on Social Sciences Research Journal (with the ISSN number 2147-5237 – Online) also some of them will be considered for the special journal issues.

Participants of the conference presented their paper in parallel sessions. Conference participants came from many countries around the world. Researchers and academicians from Algeria, Azerbaijan, Iran, India, Libya, Spain, Tunisia have sent their abstract to the conference.
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After the presentations days Macedonia-Greece tour was arranged for the participants. The tour started from Edirne and the route is Skopje, Tetovo, Ohrid, Resen, Bitola, Thessaloniki, Kavala, Alexandroupoli. The tour took two days. The conference provided great perspective and supportive academic environment to the participants.
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